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Abstract--- In India approximately more than 37 million
people are using two wheelers. Also a report says that in India on
an average of 17 people dies every hour. The primary concern is
to provide safety to the person while riding the bike. The
government is imposing the rules for the two wheeler drivers to
wear helmet during driving. But the negligence of the driver is
the major factor of road accidents. In order to overcome this, an
automatic protective headgear system for safe riding is suggested
and implemented in this paper. This system includes a headgear
controlled safety system using RF module to ensure that the bike
rider wears a helmet. The system also includes additional
features to detect alcohol consumption of the driver, theft of the
bike, bike security and also locality of the bike in the case of
accident.
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[NTRODUCTIO N

In recent times, the number of accidents in India increases
year by year. In most of the cases , the accidents are due to
drunken and drive. In spite of the rules and regulation of the
road imposed by the government, most of the people do not
follow the rules . In order to make it compulsory of wearing
helmets, a prototype automatic protective headgear for safer
ride is designed and presented. The system has the following
features of implementation. A headgear controlled safety
system uses RF transmitter and receiver with to ensure that the
bike rider is wearing helmet or not. An MQ-3 alcohol gas
sensor is placed in the headgear to detect whether the person
has drunk. It also provides security to the bike by means of
providing password protected. In case of bike theft, the current
location of the bike can be identified with the help of GSM
and GPS module. Also if accident occurs, it is sensed by the
vibration sensor and a Short Message Service (SMS) is sent
via GSM network to the registered mobile number.
[I. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF TH E PROPOS ED AUTOMATI C SYST EM

The proposed system consist of two units namely helmet
unit and Microcontroller unit. The overall block diagram is
shown in Fig.!
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Fig. I Block diagram of the propo sed system

III. HELMETUNIT
The helmet unit is designed such that the helmet has a
switch that will be ON during wearing of the helmet by the
driver or otherwise it will be in OFF state[!]. The ON-OFF
state is transmitted by RF Transmitter which is placed inside
the helmet to the RF receivers in the bike. It reads the status of
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the switch and transfer it to the microcontroller unit which is
interfaced with the RF receiver. The status about the helmet
received by the RF receiver, is given as one of the inputs to
the PIC microcontroller. If the switch statu s is ON the DC
motor runs i.e. the bike starts else no ignition starts. The
complete helmet unit is shown in Fig.2

with Microcontrollers, Arduino Boards , and Raspberry Pi etc
[5]. This alcohol sensor is suitable for detecting alcohol
concentration on breath , just like common Breathalyzer.

Fig. 3 MQ3 Alcohol sensor

Fig 2 Helmet Unit

IV.

MlCROCONTROLLER U NIT

This unit consists of the PIC micro controller which is the
heart of this unit. Sensors such as gas senor, vibration sensor
motor unit, GPS , GSM etc are interfaced with it.

A. PIC Microcontroller
The PIC microcontroller PIC 16f877A used is one of the
most renowned microcontrollers in the industry[2]. This
controller is very convenient to use, the coding or
programming of this controller is also easier. One of the main
advantages is that it can be write-erase as many times as
possible because it uses FLASH memor y technology[3]. It has
a total number of 40 pins and there are 33 pins for input and
output. It has high-performance RISC based CPU with only 35
single word instructions. It has 8K x 14 words of FLASH
Program Memory, 368 x 8 bytes of Data Memory (RAM) and
256 x 8 bytes of EEPROM data memory.

C. Vibration sensor
Vibration sensor is used originally as vibration switch
because of its high sensitivity; it is sensitive to environment
vibration, and generally used to detect the ambient vibration
strength. When module did not reach the threshold in shock or
vibration strength , DO port output gets high level and when
external vibration strength exceeds the threshold, DO port
output gets low level. Small digital output DO can be directly
connected to the microcontroller, for the microcontroller to
detect low level, thereby to detect the ambient vibration. Small
digital output DO can directly drive the relay module, which
can be composed of a vibration switch.
D. RF Transmitter and recei ver
The RF module , as the name suggests, operates at Radio
Frequency. The corresponding frequenc y range varies between
30 kHz & 300 GHz. In this RF system, the digital data is
represented as variat ions in the amplitude of carrier wave .
This kind of modulation is known as Amplitude Shift Keying
(ASK). This RF Module comprises of an RF Transmitter and
an RF Recei ver. The transmitter/receiver (Tx/Rx) pair
operates at a frequency of 434 MHz .. The transmission occurs
at the rate of IKbps - 10Kbps. The transmitted data is
received by an RF receiver operating at the same frequency as
that of the transmitter[6] [7].

E. GSM module

B. ALCOHOL SENSOR
Alcohol Gas Sensor MQ3 is a low cost semiconductor
sensor which can detect the presence of alcohol gases at
concentrations from 0.05 mg/L to 10 mg/L [4]. The alcohol
gas sensor MQ3 is shown in the Fig.3. The sensitive material
used for this sensor is Sn02, whose conductivity is lower in
clean air. Its conductivity increases as the concentration of
alcohol gases increases. It has high sensitivity to alcohol and
has a good resistance to disturbances due to smoke , vapor and
gasolin e. This module provides both digital and analog
outputs. MQ3 alcohol sensor module can be easily interfaced

GSM (Global System for Mobile communications) is an
open , digital cellular technology used for transmitting mobile
voice and data services. GSM supports voice calls and data
transfer speeds of up to 9.6 kbps, together with the
transmission of SMS (Short Message Service)[8]. GSM
operates in the 900MHz and 1.8GHz bands in Europe and the
1.9GHz and 850MHz bands in the US. GSM services are also
transmitted via 850MHz spectrum in Australia, Canada and
many Latin American countries. The GSM module is shown
in the FigA.
AT commands are instructions used to control a modem. AT is
the abbreviation of ATtention. Every command line starts with
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"AT" or "at". Man y of the commands that are used to control
wired dial-up modems, such as ATD (Dial), AT A (Answer),

G. Keypad
Keypad is interfaced with the PIC microcontroller. A
normal 4X4 keypad through which the user can type the
tran saction details or password is verified by the
microcontroller. A keypad is a set of buttons arranged in a
block or "pad" which bear digits, symbols or alph abetical
letters. The keyboard used is shown In Fig.6

Fig .4 GSM Module

ATH (Hook control) and ATO (Return to online data state),
are also supported by GSM /GPRS modems and mobile
phones. Besides this common AT command set , GSM/GPRS
modems and mobile phones support an AT command set that
is specific to the GSM technology, which includes SMSrelated comma nds like AT +CMGS (Send SMS message),
AT +CMSS (Send SMS message from storage), AT +CMGL
(List SMS messages) and AT +CMGR (Read SMS messages).

F. LCD display
LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) is an electronic display module
used for wide ran ge of applications[9]. A l6x2 LCD display is
very basic module and is very commonly used in various
devices and circuits. The LCD display is shown in the Fig.S,

Fig. 6 Key pad

H. GSP module
GPS module features super sensitrvity, low power
consumption and small form factor. The GPS signal is applied
to the antenna input of module, and a complete serial data
message with position, velocity and time information is
presented at the serial interface with custom protocol. The
small form factor and low power consumption make the
module easy to integrate into portable device like mobile
phones, cameras and vehicle navigation systems.
V. OP ERATION OF TH E PROPOSED SYSTEM
The flow chart for the sequence of operation of the system
is shown in the Fig.7 below. At first when the person wears
the helmet, the ON-OFF switch gets pressed. As the switch is
continuously pressed the RF transmitter transmit the signal to
RF receiver. The RF module is connected to PORT C of
microcontroller and also 4 digit secret password is typed by
the bike user if it's correct then only the motor starts.

Fig. 5

LCD displa y

The alcohol gas sensor MQ-3 is used which is highly
sensitive and checks whether the person is drunk. This
Alcohol Sensor is connected to PORT C of controller. When
accident occurs, it is sensed by Vibration sensor and Short
Message Service(SMS) is sent via GSM network and received
with current location by GPS module. Vibration sensor is
connected to PORT C. And GSM is connected to PORT 0 of
controller. In case of theft, the current location of the bike can
be known with the help of GSM and GPS module[IO] . The
output is shown in LCD and Buzzer is connected to PORT B
of PIC Microcontroller.
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VI. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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If the bike user is not wearing helmet or otherwise RF
modu le is not in the range then it display the message as
" WE AR HELMET" in the LCD. In case of driver is drunken
then the motor is OFF and it display as " DRUN K AND
DRIVE" . Also in case of accident or if the bike is theft then it
disp lay as " ACC IDENT" and send a SMS about the current
location of the bike to the mobi le number reg istered in the
SIM .
The photographs of various stages of operation are shown
in the Figure.8 to Figure. 13. The complete hardware in PCB is
shown in Fig . 14
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Fig. 8 Initial status of the Bike
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Fig. 7 Flowchart of pro gram sequence in micro controll er
Fig. 9
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Display to give caution if the helm et is not wear
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Fig. 10

Display to enter password if wearing Helmet
Fig. 13 SMS received about the location in the case of theft or accide nt

Fig. II

Entering password using Keypad

Fig. 14 The complete hardw are part of the project on PCB

VII. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 12

Disp lay in the case of drunk and drive

To avoid the two whee ler road accidents due to non
wearing of helmets, an automatic headgear system is
proposed. The proposed system therefore, seals the safety and
security of the rider as well as the motorcycle and can prove to
reduce the fata lity of the road accidents. Also it strives to
decrease the theft of motorcycle by integrating additional
security features such as helmet-put-on. In case the motorcycle
has been stolen, remedial measures such as tracking and
identification can be taken . The prototype model of the system
was designed and presented. This system is a low cost system
which helps the human beings to save their life.
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